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Emerging Technology:
1) Development of knowledge panels that extend the discoverability, 
interactivity, and value of collections.
2) Development of machine learning/AI methods for supplementing 
generation of metadata, curation, and reuse.
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Why Knowledge 
Panels?
► Advance discovery 
and access of unique 
resources. 
► Unique Scholarship for 
Digital Humanities 
(Fenlon et al., 2018). 
Linked data to offer 
analytic insights. 
Image - Network of 
Family Connections 
Derived from Notes of 
Philip Kolb about the life 
of Proust (Fenlon et al., 
2018). 
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Knowledge Panel
► “Most participants agreed that the LOD-based 
"knowledge card" feature was highly useful, 
especially for disambiguation of terms and for 
shedding light on the contents of the collection as 
a whole.” (Fenlon et al., 2018). 
Image - Item enhanced with info about contextual 
entities, derived from external sources through LOD.
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Knowledge 
panel mockup 
on search results 
page
Image: (Fenlon 
et al., 2018).
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Why machine 
learning/AI?
► LD4P2 Project 
Background and 
Goals
► Authority Based 
Browse, referenced 
Netflix/Amazon type 
browse.
► Recommender 
systems (Frequent 
pattern mining –
recommender –
Hahn & McDonald, 
2018; Hahn, 2019).
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Machine Learning/AI methods 
► Classification Using Deep Learning (OCLC research)
► Subject prediction using semantic embedding (Rob Koopman and Shenghui 
Wang, 2018)
► Findings: 
► Automatic subject assignments can clearly help the user. 
► Proposed algorithm is in general not capable to find all subject headings
7
Technical Principles
► RESTful microservice patterns for simple knowledge panel construction 
and integration.
► Start with smaller pilots before large scale implementations.
► Machine Learning tools when and where appropriate for scaling to 
project needs and functionality.
► Especially useful in recommender systems or projects with areadly labeled data.
► Enrichment of linked data in both Schema.org + other Linked Data 
standards that capture expressiveness of library description: BIBFRAME.
► Strategy: Schema.org descriptions for elements of the web, (interfaces, site 
index, schema.org), BIBFRAME for Library Systems.
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